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Laminated Glass Repair System Case, Truck/Car
Description
Repair system for laminated glass repair in a practical case. With all tools that are required for professional repair of minor to major damage to commercial vehicle and passenger car laminate glass windows. The overpressure and underpressure required
for the repair is created by a pressure/vacuum pump.
The simple design of the system guarantees a safe,
effortless operation. Thanks to the high-quality, extremely low-viscosity repair resin, even the finest
cracks are reliably filled. Even stone cracks with fragmentation on the surface or with a heavily soiled impact point can be repaired with this in a first-class
manner as a cordless mini drill for drilling out the impact point is included. The seal of the large resin
chamber has an internal diameter of 9.5 mm and is
suitable for the type of large stone cracks that frequently occur on trucks and buses due to their design.
The large resin chamber is also ideal for stone cracks
with two impact points that are located close together. It is designed so that it can be used on both flat
and steep windows. The 125 mm sucker on the base
is securely fastened using the installed vacuum pump
with just a few strokes of the pump. The stable light
metal arm can be shifted and swiveled so that the
resin chamber can be effortlessly and precisely positioned above the impact point.

blades, 5 injector seals 3/8", 5 injector seals 3/16",
carbide drill bit conical 1.0 mm, carbide drill bit round
1.0 mm, 12 piece grinding and polishing set, stone
crack simulator, operating instructions

Available pack sizes
1 Piece Carton
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D

Our information is based on thorough research
and may be considered reliable, although not
legally binding.

Properties
- simple to use
- very high standard of quality
- optimizes economical use
- professional repairs

Areas of application
Professional repair system for the repair of minor to
major damage to commercial vehicle and passenger
car laminate glass windows.

Application
Consult the detailed operating instructions inside the
toolbox for information on correct use.

Comment
Scope of delivery: Large resin chamber 3/8", small
resin chamber 3/16", connecting hose, pressure/vacuum pump, bracket with sucker for pump, inspection mirror with sucker, UV lamp (8 W, 230 V/50 Hz),
cordless mini drill 3.6 V, 230 V mains plug with integrated charger, carbide metal rod, cracker, penlight
incl. batteries, lighter, 2 repair resin 5 ml, size resin 5
ml, stone crack polish 25 ml, stand magnifier 15x,
small parts box with the following contents: 3 injection syringes, 3 tubes, 20 Mylar squares, 10 doctor
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